Playing and Caring
for
Premiere & Basic
Flutes

Makers' Statement

Native people will tell you that each tree has a spirit. After
many years of making wood flutes we have developed a
great respect for this spirit. From tree to finished product
each flute displays an individual character which we call
"voice". All woods are hand -selected, and dried to the
proper moisture content. Each flute is turned on a lathe,
bored, drilled, and tuned. This process is the same for every
flute we make and yet no two flutes are ever exactly alike.
Each has its unique voice, its own sensitivities, its own
responsiveness. This aspect of mystery is what has kept
flute making interesting and challenging. It's what has kept
us on our toes, kept our work careful and true. Tom, Erika,
Matt, & Lily Stewart
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Unpacking Your Flute
A few Important Notes (pun totally intended!)
Adjust your block
The very first thing you need to do is adjust the block before
trying to play your flute. The block or bird often gets moved
or falls off during shipping and usually needs to be
positioned and tightened before you play. Take a look at the
pictures in the middle of the book to see how the block
should be placed or take a look at the “Video Lessons” page
of our website for a step by step guide.
Watch our free videos
Learning a new instrument is hard! I have made some
simple video tutorials to help you get started which are
available on our website www.stellarflutes.com under the
“Video Lessons” tab.
Flute Problems
If you are having a problem with your new flute, or if your
flute arrives damaged, email us right away for help. Our
email is Support@stellarflutes.com and we usually respond
within an hour or two during normal business hours.
Adjust your mind
If you are new to the flute you need to get out from under
any notion that you are not musical. Pretend if you need to
that you might be musical. We hope this doesn’t seem silly
or superficial to you because it is an important part of getting
started.
You will squeak at first and that’s ok! We all started this way.

Playing Your Flute
The basic ﬁngering and scale
We suggest that you go off by yourself for these beginning
practice sessions and it will be helpful to face a mirror so you
can see if your fingers are covering the holes properly.
Ok. You’ve adjusted the block and your mind, and you are
alone in front of a mirror.
To make the written instructions easier to follow let’s number
the holes. The bottom hole furthest away from your mouth is
#6 and the one closest to your mouth is #1.
Cover all holes with the pads (not the tips) of your fingers
and blow gently. This is the lowest note on your flute and the
hardest note to play. It may jump up an octave (play a note
that sounds too high). If this happens you are likely not
covering all the holes properly. When you cover the holes
securely, you should get small hole shaped dimples on your
finger pads. If you are having trouble with this lowest note,
try blowing harder and softer and check the block position
again. Got it? Lets move on.
Lift hole #6, lift hole #5, lift hole #4, lift hole #2, lift hole #1. To
play the easiest scale, the Pentatonic minor scale, we
always leave hole #3 covered. Except for that hole, we never
lift up the upper holes with the lower holes covered. Doing
this will cause some funny sounds. Practice this scale until
you can play it without thinking about that pesky hole #3.
Do the highest notes sound squeaky, raspy or out of tune?
This is the most common voicing problem and it happens
when you are not blowing hard enough. Blow harder. Trust
me. The upper notes take more air than the lower notes.
Check our free videos to see a demonstration of this scale.

The placement is the same on a Basic flute, but you will use
your thumb to hold down the block while you wrap the
leather over it.
Still having trouble? We have a helpful step by step video
guide on our websites “Video Lessons” Page.

The Next Step
Improvising in the pentatonic
Once you've learned the pentatonic scale you will discover
something wonderful. You can't go wrong with these five
notes. They can be played in any combination and they will
sound great together.
Soon enough you will be able to improvise with these five
notes. Try playing them in different orders, and songs will
create themselves. It’s exciting to wonder where these songs
came from.

Advancing Your Flute Playing
Embellishing
You can play tremolo by quivering your breath from your
diaphragm. It is the same muscle action used in singing a
tremolo. You can make a “ta ta ta” sound into the flute to
create a pronounced or quick note. You can tap notes
repeatedly with your fingers to create staccato. Try rolling an
R or trilling while blowing.
Other Scales
You are not limited to the five notes in the basic scale. We
have included a fingering chart, which shows how to play the
other scales. When you are ready to try a something
different, take a look at our blog post http://
blog.stellarflutes.com/2018/12/15/why-choose-a-6-holenative-flute/ to learn the 4th hole, Celtic, major and hijaz
scales, helpful picture guides included!

Troubleshoo*ng
Common voicing issues
If you can ,take a look at the troubleshooting video available
on our website under the “Video Lessons “ tab.
Lowest note is jumpy:
This is commonly caused by either not covering the fingering
holes all the way or by the block being out of place or loose.
Check your fingers in a mirror or ask a friend to look and
check that your block is on properly.
This problem could also be caused by blowing too hard,
though most non trumpet players don’t have this problem.
Highest notes sound raspy, buzzy or out of tune:
This is caused by not blowing hard enough. Try increasing
your air pressure until the notes sound clear. You might be
surprised by how hard you need to blow.
No sound or faint sound:
This could be caused by the block being positioned too far
back or crooked. It could also be caused by your flute
watering out. Remove the block and shake or blow your flute
out, dry off the bottom of the bock and the area where the
block sits and try again. Sometimes you will need to let the
flute dry for a while.
None of these things worked, help!
Have no fear! Email us right away at
support@stellarflutes.com and if we can’t fix your voicing
issue, we will provide a prepaid label for you to return your
flute for free repair.

Flute Maintenance
How to care for your ﬂute
Our flutes are sealed inside and out with water resistant
varnish, so they are easy to care for.
Watering up
The most important thing you can do for your flute is to
remove the block after playing and shake out the
condensation. Dry the bottom of the block off and leave it off
until you are ready to play again.
All woodwind instruments water out with condensation from
our breath (it’s not spit) . After you play for a long time you
may even find your flute stops making sound because it is
full of moisture.
Cleaning
If you would like to clean your flute, use a wet wipe or a cloth
with a mild soapy solution to wipe off the mouth and fingering
hole area and thoroughly dry afterwards.
Waxing
You don’t need to rub oil on your flute and probably shouldn’t
because it won’t be able to soak in, but if you notice that
after much playing the finish looks dull around the mouth
end, under the block, or on the fingering hole area, you can
rub softened bees wax on your flute and buff it off with a soft
cloth. Bees wax is an excellent water repellent and even
though our flutes are water resistant it is still best to keep it
dry. Try thinning your wax by melting it and adding
turpentine. Remember to add the turpentine after melting the
wax because it’s flammable.

CONTACT US
Tom Stewart and Lily Wilcox

Email:
support@stellarﬂutes.com
Phone:
1-360-427-8850
We are oDen down in the shop making ﬂutes and can’t answer the phone, but
if you leave a message we will get back to you asap.

Mailing Address:
Stellar Flutes
2030 E Phillips Lake Loop
Shelton, WA 98584
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